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8z WindHStress Dust Lifting on Mars

2z Modelling the Martian Atmosphere

The formation of dust storms on Mars fFigz 8L is
thought to be driven by dust lifting due to nearWsurface
wind stress[7w zw q]v ;ccurately representing this dust
lifting within Global Nirculation Models fGNMsL is
important in order to gain a full understanding of
Martian climatology and the dust storm cyclev

The Mars Global Nirculation Model fMGNML[B] is a globalw threeW
dimensional model of the Martian atmospherev LargeWscale
dynamic circulations and physical processes are modelled
explicitlyw while smaller scale processes are parameterisedv
Within the windWstress dust lifting parameterisationw Martian
surface dust is lifted when nearWsurface wind stress exceeds a
selected threshold[O]v Similar parameterisations exist within
several Mars GNMs[zw Uw H]v

The global model resolution typically used to study the
Martian climate is useful in representing largeWscale
weather patternsw but smaller scale phenomena fevgv
nearWsurface winds driven by local topographyL cannot
be accurately depicted at this resolutionv
Higher resolution simulations are required in order to
better represent smallWscale atmospheric eventsv
Howeverw few studies have explored in detail how the
results of GNM experiments are affected by changing
the resolution of the modelv

;n accurate parameterisation will lift a representative dust
massw and the geographical distribution of this dust lifting will
change throughout the yearw affecting patterns of dust storm
formation and developmentv

Figure 8z M;RNI view of a north polar spiral stormv
Image credit: NASAEJPL8CaltechEMSSS°

We have completed multiWyear simulations to investigate how
modifying the horizontal and vertical resolutions of the MGNM
affect the quantityw timing and location of windWstress dust
liftingv

3z Results
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Increasing the Horizontal
Resolution

6vBO
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In experiments with fixed lifting
parametersw we find that increasing
the horizontal resolution of the
model results in more dust being
lifted by wind stressw across a wider
geographical range fFigz 2Lv
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This was anticipated3 increasing
model resolution improves the
representation of smallWscale
topographyWinduced atmospheric
phenomenaw such as slope winds
and polar cap edge turbulencev
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Initial results suggest that as
horizontal resolution is increasedw
the total mass of dust lifted through
this process tends towards an
asymptotic curve fFigz 3Lv
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Figure 2z Patterns of windWstress dust lifting in
experiments utilising a range of horizontal
resolutions fsee Figz 4Lv 9righter colours
denote higher amounts of lifted dustv fWhite
areas indicate zero dust liftedvL

Figure 4z ;pproximate physical
gridbox sizes across resolutionsv
Image credit: MSSSEMGSEJPLE
NASA fLowell NraterLv
Figure 3z Global dust mass
lifted by windWstress through
one Martian yearw across
multiple horizontal resolutions
fTq7 to T7zHw see Figz 4Lv
Initial high resolution results
show an apparent asymptotic
trend in the amount of surface
dust lifted as resolution is
increasedv

05 vertical layers
5 outputs per sol

Increasing the Vertical
Resolution

Initial results suggest that as resolution is
increasedw the total mass of dust lifted globally
through this process tends towards an asymptotic
curvev

6vBO

We also find that increasing the
number of vertical layers within
a simulation results in more
windWstress dust liftingw in total
and across more widespread
locations fFigz 5Lv
Our initial findings suggest that
lower resolutions fivev those
utilising relatively few vertical
layersL may not fully capture
the variation in wind speeds
that is present in the lower
atmosphere at certain locations
across the surface fFigz 6Lv
:xperiments completed using
the MGNM typically use
simulations of up to qO vertical
layersv We suggest thatw
depending on the precise
phenomena being investigatedw
this may not be a high enough
vertical resolution to correctly
represent the behaviour of the
Martian atmospherev
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Figure 6z Vertical atmospheric
Figure 5z Patterns of windWstress dust lifting in
profiles of peak wind speedsw
experiments utilising different numbers of
during mid Southern Hemisphere
vertical layersw L7O to L766 fat Tq7 horizontal
spring fz76WzB6° LSLw in models
resolutionw see Figz 4Lv Nolours as in Figz 2v
of different vertical resolutions
fzO and 766 layersLv
Two selected surface locations are shown/ aL a polar cap edge location in
which a potential high speed jet is resolved at the higher resolutionsw and
bL a northern lowlands location which does not evidence the same behaviourv
a5 Polar cap edge C58°S( 335°E5
b5 Northern lowlands C53°N( 3w°W5

35 vertical layers
3 output per sol
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5z Conclusion
We find that increasing the MGNM horizontal
resolution results in more windWstress dust liftingw
due to improved representation of smallWscale
atmospheric phenomenav
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We also find that increasing the MGNM vertical
resolution results in more widespread windWstress
dust liftingv Our results highlight potential lowWlevel
winds that are not identified in simulations using
fewer vertical levelsv
We suggest that MGNM experiments using too few
atmospheric vertical layers may not adequately
represent the behaviour of the Martian atmospherev
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